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Logging Operations

southern pulp mills in an effort to
remain a viable business.

Logging and road building
operations were suspended
until March 2020 due to a
collapse in the china export
market. Operations have recently
started up on CP 59B and CP 65
located in Swanson’s creek due
to a comprehensive log supply
agreement with Skeena sawmills
(see economic development).
Estimated volume to
harvest in Swanson’s Creek is
18,000 m3, with a total projected
harvest volume for 2020 of
66,600 m3, which includes
12,000 m3 of helicopter logging
in the Beaver. Helicopter logging
is scheduled to start near the
end of June.
Meeting our harvest goals for
2020 will be dependent on
receiving permits in a timely
fashion. CP 57 located in the
Zymachord and within AIP
lands, received approval from
the Kitsumkalum Band only
to be stalled despite constant
communication between the
government, KVL, Westland , and
Chief Roberts on our demand
that this permit be issued.
The decision is in the Minsters
hand and has even proven to
be a source of frustration from
senior level bureaucrats. This key
permit to our 2020 harvest plans,
remains in a pending status. 

Japan continues to provide good
pricing, specific to old growth
blocks and is limited to 5-10 % of
the timber profile.
Cedar prices have risen by 10%
since the last report. There is
a cautious outlook of steady
pricing for the next three
quarters. Increased pricing will
be beneficial to our planned
helicopter project. Gang and
merch logs continue to demand
pricing at $185 & $285 per cubic
meter respectively.
No change in pulp pricing
from the last report with values
remaining steady in the $45 per
m3 price range. Pulp mills are
experiencing very low pricing for
their product, log pricing is only
supported by low supply of logs
and could see a drop if log supply
increases.

Markets
China export Log markets have
collapsed and are not expected to
return within the short to midterm
being 1 to 3 years. Domestic
pricing of local sawmills has a
finite capacity to purchase logs
for their consumption. Suppliers
are offering logs for sale to Skeena
Sawmills, Kitwanga Sawmills and
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The government has initiated a
review of provincial cost drivers
that are affecting the industry
as a whole. Kalum Ventures in
partnership with other licensees
and the Northwest Loggers
Association is providing input
into what cost drivers could be
reduced to improve the economic
outlook of our business.
Stumpage, road maintenance,
permitting and taxation are
just some of the factors being
looked at. The government
seems motivated and we hope to
see some of our permits have a
reduction in stumpage after the
second quarter. 

Silviculture
KVL continues to remain current with our silviculture obligations and liabilities. The season is expected to be
busy with regeneration surveys, brushing and weeding surveys, and free to grow. For the 2020 planting
season KVL plans to fill plant 10,000 seedlings on blocks within the AIP lands that had a hard time establishing
from the spring 2018. The fill plants are necessary as a result of a dry hot summer in 2018 that caused a higher
than normal mortality rate of the initial plant.
KVL has completed their burning program in 2019 and is ahead of schedule. The next burn is expected in the fall
of 2021 on CP 063 up in the Big Cedar.
A review of current silviculture costs liabilities will be concluded by April 15, 2020 to assess accrued monies vs
estimated outstanding silviculture liabilities. 

KVL November 2018
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Engineering
Approved cutting permits include CP 057 Zymacord (27,000), CP 59B 17km Big Cedar (7200 m3), CP 65 17km Big
Cedar (12,000 m3), CP 64 Meadow (13,700 m3) CP 53 Block 1 Amesbury (2700 m3), CP 56 block 3 North Beaver
(4,000 m3) Total approved cutting permit volume – 66, 600 m3
CP 66 helicopter logging in the Beaver has been submitted and contains an estimated 12,000 m3.
KVL’s field crews continue to work on field engineering, post logging measurements of harvested areas
and silvics updates for our licenses. KVL crews completed reconnaissance work in the Luncheon Creek, and
Hadenschild in November, preparing for our 2020 field season.
KVL and Westland crews plan to commence engineering and reconnaissance work. The projections are to
engineer and submit permits for approximately 65k m3 in 2020 to meet the Skeena Sawmills log supply
agreement obligations for 2021. We will be busy to complete this work due to the late start as a result of deep
snow. 
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Economic Development and Licence Administration
Kalum Ventures, along with Kitselas Forest Products, Longs Logging and Westland, initiated negotiations with
Skeena Sawmills in November of 2019 on a comprehensive log supply agreement. In view of the current and
forecasted export log markets it became obvious that a market was needed to secure the economic viability of
our business.
In lengthy discussions a draft final agreement was reached in February that sees a long-term log supply
agreement between KVL and Skeena. The agreement in essence, is to provide approximately 70,000 m3 in the
first year (2020) from KVL’s tenure. This is at an agreed to fixed rate with some costs such as rock drilling, road
ballasting and road maintenance being at a variable rate paid on actuals.
The formulas that were developed ensure a rate of return to KVL of $10.00/m3 for sawlog and $6.00 per m3 for
pulp logs after costs such as permitting/ admin /supervision/ silviculture etc. Cedar, small log sales, and poles
are exempt from this pricing and returns will be entirely KVL’s win.
This agreement that has renewal options after 2020, is unique in the industry, and will ensure our success over
the next number of years. 

KVL November 2018
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Visit Kalum Venture’s O ffice at 14303
Highway 16 West in the Kitsumkalum
Economic Development Building.

CONTACT US
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PO BOX 922
Terrace, BC V8G 4R2
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14303 Hwy 16 West, Terrace, B.C., Kitsumkalum Reserve
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lyle@kvlp.ca | 250-635-8060 ext. 103
Troy Sam, Forest Tech./GIS Tech.
troy@kvlp.ca | 250-635-8060 ext. 109
Aaron Horner, Forest Tech.
aaron@kvlp.ca | 250-635-8060 ext. 109
Nick Simms, Forest Tech.
nick@kvlp.ca | 250-635-8060 ext. 103
Karla Frank, Bookkeeper
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